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MO EY
Despite the high cost of borrowing money and the high
est interest rate. in more than One Hundred Years
th r has been no change in our policy of making

LIBERAL, INTEREST-FREE ADVANCES
against the lale of worth-while mat rial placed with UI
for lale at auction. Neither hal there been any change
in our term. for .elling through our auctionl which are
a straight 20% commi ion on realization with no lottin~

f e. or any other chargel.

Neither hal there been any change in our readinell to
travel anywhere to in.pect important propertiel where
justified by value.

Our lole requirement i. that materiallubmitted is IUit
able for sale at auction and 'of luch value that we can
advance a minimum of $500.00.

What have you to offer us?

AUcnON GALLI"", INC.

10 last 12nd St..... New York, N.Y. 10022

Phone: (212) 713-6421



OLD U.S. COVERS Are My Specialty

Write for my-

FREE SPECIAL LISTS OF OLD U.S. COVERS

Approvals gladly sent to U.S. Philatelic Classics Society and A.P.S. members.

E. N. SAMPSON
P. O. Box 592, Bath, N.Y. 14810
1847-1869 ISSUES
STAMPS, CANCELS,

COVERS

ALWAYS IN STOCK

WHEN AT STAMP SHOWS BE SURE

TO VISIT MY BOOTH AND INSPECT

AN OUTSTANDING ARRAY OF THESE '.'.

CLASSICS.

ALSO REQUEST MY REGULAR AUC

TION CATALOGS AS THESE ISSUES

ARE USUALLY INCLUDED.

WILLIAM A. FOX
263 White Oak Ridge Road

Short Hills, N.J. 07078

Charter member of U.S.

Philatelic Classics Society
U.S. COVERS
MY STOCK OF COVERS IS

STRONG IN ALL PERIODS FROM

STAMPLESS TO MODERN, ALA

BAMA TO WYOMING. WHAT

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

REFERENCES, PLEASE.

HENRY M. SPELMAN III

P. O. Box 488

Lexington, Mass. 02173

APS
USPCS

CSA
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL
We specialize in covers of the world. We have a comprehensive stock of
Confederate covers. In United States, we stock Trans-Atlantic, Registered,
Special Delivery and other special usages. We usually have a few Terri·
torials and Westerns, and we are strong in Hawaii. We do not stock
United States stamps at all.

NEW ENGLAND STAMP CO.
4S Bromfield St. Boston, Mass. 02108
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"SELECTED"
u. S. COVERS-PART 4

#12-(Clear 3 sides-RT bit cut in) & #14---(V.F.), tied together by
indistinct BLK pmk to V.F. Face & Top Flap of folded letter to
FRANCE by Brt Pkt, Red "BOSTON-Jul 1 (1857)-PAID 12" &
Blk Fr. Rec Pmk, RARE & ATI'RACTIVE .$150

#14---(Superb), Tied by Blk Grid on V.F. Cover pmk. Red "BOSTON,
Mass." pmk, Beauty! . ._. $65

#14---(V.F.), tied BLK "PAID" in grid on V. F. cover. Pmk-Bri~ht
Red "BOSTON-lOets" & Blood Red "OGDENSBURG, N.Y." & "U.
STATES" Addr to "BARRIE, UPPER CANADA" with indistinct
Blk Canada Ree mk on Front & two others on reverse, Striking
appearance! .. . . . . $75

#15-(F-V.F.) tied by BROWN "CANADIAN" target to V.F. appear,
cover, with small closed tear, pmk. clear "ST. VINCENT DEPAUL,
L.C." & "MONTREAL" transit pmk on reverse, VERY RARE &
PROBABLY UNIQUE USE from CANADA.
Scott Cat price of $800 is unrealistio,. should eat $5000+ . $1000.

#16-(10c Ty 4-Pos 86L1-F.-V.F.), neatly tied by "AKRON, 0.-JuI28,
1858" pmk & 3 Magenta pen lines to Fine, slightly stained cover to
"... Canada West", with Red "UNITED STATES-PAID 6d" &
RED "3" & Magenta Mss. "PAID 10", Cat $300+ . : $200

# 17-V.F. & #11 (Sit cut in Bt.), tied together on V.F. appear,
small cover with tiny tear, to FRANCE, with Red "NEW YORK-
PAID 12-Jul 22 (1857) "pmk, Scarce Combin., PRETTY ~~$125

#17-(Cut in RT-Nipped top), Strikingly tied by Blue "CINCINNATI,
0." pmk. to med size Orange cover with BLUE Embossed Ins. Co.
Cor. Card, to Wisconsin, Most Attractive Cat. $165 . $100

# 17a-(U.L. DIAG. BISECT) Piece with stamp cut out & neatly
replaced on fine folded letter with small tears, BISECT tied "S.F.,
CAL." pmk, Letter "Jul 24, '53" to N.J. Cat $1250 $485

#17a-(L.R. DIAG. BISECT) Tied by light "S.F. CAL" pmk, to
Fresh V.F. appar. cover with small repair, Orig. letter (Dated "Jun
10, 1853") encl., with Colorful Acct. of Life in S.F., with P.F. Cert.,
Cat $1250+ . . . . $950

.Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
APS
SPA
CSA

... 88 Beacon Street •.
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone: 617-523-2522
THE CHRONICLE, published by the U.S. Philatelic Classics Society, Inc., at 10' Couritry Club Drive
Fulton, Mo. 65251. Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Mo. SUbscription price $14.00. A year's su~
scription Is included in membership in the U.S. Philatelic Classics Society. with $7.50 of each
member's dues apportioned to publication q( The Chronicle:.fsinted .In ~--be United States of America.
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the fabulous collection of

BRITISH POST OFFICES
ABR0ADformed by the late

J. Grant Glassco of Toronto
NOVEMBER
25-27,1969
"The sale will open

with a remarkable se
lection of letters from
the original thirteen
colonies in AMERICA
including the only dis
covered example of a letter handled by the British Postal Agency m
New York during 1842.

This outstanding sale continues through three separate sessions, offer
ing fine examples of postal history displaying the development of the
BRITISH POST OFFICES ABROAD in CANADA, the WEST INDI
AN COLONIES, SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA, EUROPE,
LEVANT, EGYPT, AFRICA, and the FAR EAST.

All collectors should have more than passing interest in this unparalled
sale as it shows the rise of BRITAIN as a maritime power at a time
when over half of the overseas mail in the world was carried in British
ships."

Specia[ hand book cata[ogue, with colour, $10 inchtding second dass
airmai[ postage.

ROBSON LOWE LTD.
50 PALL MALL, London, S.W.l., ENGLAND

CABLES: "STAMPS" LONDON S.W.1.

P[ease say that you saw this in Chronide.

TELEX 915410
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THE 1847·'51 PERIOD

CREIGHTON C. HART, Editor
THE GARDINER, MAINE, BISECT PUZZLE

SUSAN M. McDONALD

Bisect covers of the 10c stamp of the 1847 issue have a special fascination, for
each one embodies at least one primary question: what was the reason for bisec
tion? A related group of such covers offers a more extensive challenge to research
and at the same time provides a firmer basis for investigation. This article is an
attempt to resolve and reconcile many puzzling aspects of a group of covers com
posing a single correspondence from Gardiner, Maine, to Brattleborough, Ver
mont, addressed to Mrs. George Evans. As indicated by the 1969 revision of the
lOc 1847 bisect list, published in the previous Chmnicle, three correspondences,
one a business correspondence originating at a New Haven bank, and the two per
sonal correspondences addressed to Miss Maty Stilphin and Mrs. George Evans,
account for nearly one third of the lOc bisect covers recorded to date. The
Gardiner-Evans correspondence is the most inh'iguing of the three, because it is
concentrated within a short period of time, its common characteristics are sh'iking
and unusual, and it is almost wholly without known antecedents or background.

In The Chmnicle for February 19681' David Baker summarized Ezra Cole's
recollections concerning the discovery 0 these letters. 1 The circumstances sur
rounding the find will be briefly recapitulated here. During the early 1930's
Ezra and his family were spending the summer on a farm near Brattleborough,2
Vermont. Also present in the vicinity was a \iVashington, D.C., dealer, H. A.
Robinette, since deceased. The actual find was made somewhere in the Brattle
borough area by Robinette who showed the material to Ezra and sold him a por
tion of it.

The original find consisted of a bundle of 28 covers (Ezra is very certain of
the exact number), all with bisects of the lOc stamp. On several covers, perhaps
six or seven, the stamps were damaged or ragged; Mr. Robinette stated his inten
tion of destroying these, and Ezra believes this was done. Ezra himself obtained
eight covers including three matching pairs.

At the present time 14 bisect covers from the Gardiner-Evans correspondence
are recorded and known to be extant. Although the covers themselves furnish
considerable information, they also raise many questions of both a philatelic and
personal nature. An effort will be made to organize and evaluate all available
information and thereby to construct a working hypothesis to account for the
baffling features of these covers. Some background facts, however, should precede
the speculation.

Brattleborough is in the southeasternmost corner of Vermont, on the west
bank of the Connecticut River. Although still legally a "town," it is the fourth
largest community in Vermont. The site of the oldest permanent white settlement
in the state lies within the present limits of Brattleborough. This was Fort Dum
mer, established in 1724 as an outpost of the Massachusetts Colony. The town was
chartered in 1753 and named for William Brattle, a Massachusetts loyalist
and land speculator.

By 1850 Brattleborough was an important manufacturing town with a popu
lation of 3,816, and was served by the Vermont and Massachusetts Railroad and
the Vermont Valley Raih·oad. The Brattleborough Hydropathic Establishment,
using mineral springs in the area, flourished from 1845 to 1870 and was one of
the most fashionable cures in the c:ounh-y. Management of the spa was under the
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direction of Dr. Robert Wesselhoeft, a German political refugee of considerable
attainment. The establishment attracted many patrons of high literary or artistic
reputation. In 1850 Jacob Estey pmchased a melodeon works in Brattleborough
which he developed into a famous organ factory. An Estey organ was the goal
and status symbol of the late runeteenth century housewife.3

Some 225 miles east and north is Gardiner, Maine, a town on the west side
of the Kennebec River about 10 miles south of the capitol, Augusta. It was named
for and founded by Dr. Silvester Gardiner, a renowned but eccentric loyalist
physician and landowner with a touch of megalomania. Gardiner began to acquire
land in Maine, then part of Massachusetts, in 1753. \ ithin the next several years
he had gained title to 100,000 acres and established the towns of Gardiner and
Pittston with the intention of setting up a feudal manor to belong in perpetuity
to his descendants. This grandiose scheme was effectively nullified by the Hevolu
tion.

Gardiner had grown by 1850 to a prominent industrial town with a popula
tion of 6,486. Its position at the junction of the Cobbossecontee with the Kennebec
made water power readily accessible. The Kennebec and Portland Railroad passed
tlu'ough and served the town. Like other towns 011 the Kennebec River, Gardiner
participated in logging, shipbuilding, and during winter in cutting and stocking
the famous Kennebec River ice. Paper mills and woodworking factories, utilizing
the vast Maine forests, were also important. All these declined as the forest re
sources were depleted; now Gardiner's chief claim to fame is as the town in which
Edward Arlington Robinson grew up. Gardiner is identified as the "Tilbury Town"
of Robinson's poems. 4

Both Brattleborough and Gardiner received supplies of the 1847 issue,
accordi ng to the official record book, as follows:

Sent Received
6/ 2/49 6/ 6/49
6/18/50 6/22/50

1/24/50 1/29/50
4/11/50 4/16/50
9/ 4/50 9/ 7/50
1/21/51 1/23/51
5/ 7/51 5/ 9/51

The existing bisect covers from Gardiner, Maine, have many characteristics
in common. Photographs of all except the lower left diagonal dated April 26th
are available. The cover shown in fig. 1, an upper right diagonal dated April 26,
1851, and formerly in the Matthies collection, is typical in appearance. All the
covers appear to be good quality white envelopes. All the stamps are bisected
from lo"ver right to upper left, suggesting a right-handed person of precise habits.
All the covers are addressed as shown in the photograph in a distinctive, educated.
masculine handwriting. In only one case, the May 26th cover, is the phrase "at

irs. Hollister's" omitted. The stamps are placed quite neatly in the upper right
hand corner of the envelope. Although only three of the covers are actually
docketed 1851, the others are so evidently part of tlle same series that the year
date 1851 has been assigned to all of them. Another interesting fact is that the
Gardiner post office abruptly changed the color of its ink about midway tlu'ough
the series. Colors of postmarks and cancellations have been verified for all except
the April 26th lower left diagonal and May 19th upper right diagonal
covers. All covers tlu'ough ay 5th show postmarks and cancellations in red or
orange red. From May 8th all markings are in blue.

A number of questions regarding this correspondence come quite readily to
mind. What has become of the other 14 covers in the original find? If tlle damaged
covers, six or seven as Ezra recalls, were desh'oyed, are there still seven or eight
covers in existence but unreported? In any case, where do the missing 14 covers
fit into the sequence? Five pairs are now known; Ezra had tluee pairs from the
original find. vVere there yet more pairs in the Oliginal find or was Ezra lucky
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Fig. 1. Gardiner, Maine, upper right diagonal bisect cover dated April 26, 1851. Postmark and cancellation
in orange red. This cover exemplifies the common characteristics of the series: quality of envelope, method
of bisection, placement of sti.mp, and precise, distinctive handwriting of address. Ex~Matthies.

enough to obtain over one half the pairs? Which covers are most likely to have
been destroyed? What was the reason for bisection?

On the human interest side still more questions may be posed. Who was
Mrs. George Evans and who was her correspondent? What was their relationship?
Why so many letters at such frequent intervals? Was Mrs. Evans visiting in Brat
tleborough or was her correspondent visiting in Gardiner?

The accompanying chart (fig. 2) lists the known Gardiner-Evans covers in
chronological order and also indicates the most likely places in the sequence for
the 14 missing covers. It will be noted that in three instances, all occUlTing within
a week's time, two covers were postmarked on the same date. Since the dates
of any covers that may precede the two on April 26th are unknown, an explana
tion in this case is entirely speculative. Perhaps the writer had difficulty in
reaching the post office in midweek. It seems probable that the first cover dated
April 28th represents a letter written on Sunday when the post office was closed.
The first May 2nd letter was probably written on Wednesday or Thursday but
for some reason did not reach the post office until Friday.

A careful study of the chart with particular attention to matched pairs and to
the days of the week involved will indicate several interesting conclusions. It
should be observed that no covers are known postmarked between the dates of a
matching pair. This strongly suggests that the writer cut only one stamp at a
time, and used the halves consecutively. In fact, an apparent pattern emerges
through May 8th, with the lower left diagonal half being used first and the upper
right half second. From May 12th the pattern is reversed, and the upper right
half used first. Neither the April 26th nor April 28th upper right diagonal matches
the May 2nd lower left diagonal. 0 photograph of the April 26th lower left
diagonal has yet been obtained, but this cover must almost certainly form a pair
,"lith the April 28th upper right diagonal, in confonnity to the pattern. Likewise
the missing covers postulated before April 26th and after May 2nd must have
existed. The other missing covers are less certain; they are inserted at the most
probable intervals, considering the weekdays involved and the recorded pairs.
Taken all together, the covers designated as "missing" represent 10 to 12 of the
14 unaccounted for from the original find. The additional two to four missing
covers almost have to belong before or after the earliest and latest dates recorded.
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Fig. 2. Chart showing chronological sequence of the 14 recorded Gardiner bisect covers, direction of
bisection, known pairs, and days of the week corresponding to postmark date. The most probable places
in this sequence for the remaining unrecorded 14 covers from the original find are indicated by the word
"Missing," and the number of covers designated and, in some cases, the direction of bisection, where such
information may be postulated.

It seems to me that the covers with the earliest and latest dates were most
likely to be the ones damaged and therefore destroyed. Tlus opinion is based
on the assumption that the bundle of covers, obviously carefully preserved, was
arranged in chronological order and that the covers on the top of the pile were
most subject to wear, abrasion, and other hazards, and that one or hvo at the
bottom would also be vulnerable to a lesser degree. Tlus theory is, of course,
quite speculative and hardly subject to proof. From the reconsh'ucted sequence
it appears evident that the original find consisted largely of matched pairs. If
the desh'oyed covers were consecutive in date, chances are good for pairs among
the umeported covers. However, if the destroyed covers represented random
dates, several pairs may have been broken up by their destruction,

One of the recorded pairs is known to be still intact; whether any of the
others remain together is not certain. The fay 23rd and May 26th pair, fonnerJy
in the Christian Hirtzel collection, is now in the possession of the Swiss Postal
Museum in Geneva. The pair dated May 5th and May 8th was in the Meroni
collection. These hvo covers must constitute the most ath'active pair because
of the sharp contrast in the color of the postal markings. When the Meroni col
lection was auctioned in 1952, these two covers were offered separately. Evidently
they remain separated at the present time, since the May 5th cover was sold
alone in a Robert A. Siegel auction of March, 1968. A third pair, composed of
the May 12th and May 14th covers, was originally in the Knapp collection and
was sold as one lot in the Knapp auction of 1941.
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The catalogue of the Knapp sale affords an interesting sidelight on Mr.
Robinette's handling of the Oliginal find. Evidently Mr. Knapp believed that his
two covers represented a unique reconstructed bisect, and he had made notes
to this effect on the album page. This erroneous claim was publicized in advance
announcements but retracted in the catalogue which states, "However, it has
been found that one more, and perhaps another pair of lOc bisects reconstructed
into the original stamp are known."

The pair in the Knapp collection was sold to Mr. Knapp by Ezra Cole and
represented one of the pairs Ezra acquired from the original find. Ezra recalls
that he sold another pair to Harold Carhart, long since deceased; this may be
the Meroni pair. He cannot remember anything of the disposition of tlle third
pair. Ezra states quite emphatically that the find received no publicity at the
time. 5 This lack seems to have been intentional on Mr. Robinette's part, and
makes Mr. Knapp's misconception easier to understand. Probably Mr. Robinette
deliberately eschewed any announcement of the number of covers he found, so
that items could be offered privately one at a time and a high price be maintained.
Such action was, of course, within his prerogative, but the secrecy has contrib
uted greatly to the difficulty of research on these covers.

Whether the 10c stamps on these covers were bisected out of convenience
or necessity does not seem insoluble. Early in trus investigation it was believed
that the writer had h'avelled from Brattleborough to Gardiner, and could have
bought the stamps at Brattleborough and carried them with rum. This theory is no
longer considered tenable for reasons to be detailed later. Furthermore, an analysis
of the statistics of 1847 stamps received at Brattleborough shows that the supply
of 5c stamps was probably adequate, whereas the lOc stamps may have been ex
hausted by early in 1851. Gardiner, nearly twice as large as Brattleborough,
received its first supply over six months earlier, so it is disconcerting to find
that the total of 5c stamps sent to Gardiner was only one third of the number
sent to Brattleborough. Either stamps were not well accepted at Gardiner or
the proximity of Augusta affected the number sold. The second order of 5c
stamps may have been used up a little faster than the first, so that the Gardiner
post office could have been out of them by the beginning of April 1851. The lOc
stamps were not re-ordered, apparently because of little demand, so it is quite
possible that some were still available in April and May of 1851.

Two other bisect covers from Gardiner are recorded in the 1969 revision
of the 10c 1847 bisect list. One, a vertical right half, addressed to East Bridge
water, Mass., is a crude fake and need not be considered. The other, an upper
left diagonal dated 5-7-X and sent to Francestown, N.H., is from a different
correspondence and is addressed in a different handwriting from the Gardiner
Evans covers. The pOSbnark, which cancels and ties the stamp, is in blue, and,
although the cover itself shows no evidence of year date, it fits very neatly into
the Gardiner-Evans sequence between the May 5th with red markings and the
May 8th with blue markings. The existence of this bisect cover to Francestown
strongly supports the theory of a shortage of 5c stamps at Gardiner.

The second set of questions concerns the relationsrup and identities of the
individuals involved. The number and frequency of the letters predicate a
romantic attachment between the parties, certainly on the sender's part. Like
wise the careful preservation of the letters indicates tlley were cherished by the
recipient. It would be tempting to construct an hypothesis with Mrs. Evans as a
young bride separated for the first time from her newly wedded husband. Un
happily what little evidence exists does not support tIllS interpretation.

At first tlle likeliest assumption was that Mrs. Evans was a resident of Brat
tleborough, rather than a visitor, since the letters were found in that vicinity.
However, Mrs. Evans does not appear in Brattleborough records for this period.

either her name nor Mrs. Hollister's is listed in the 1850 census records for
Brattleborough.

Evidence from Gardiner is nearly as negative. George Evans does not ap
pear in the 1850 census records for that community. However, one George Evans
was definitely associated with Gardiner, Maine. Nothing uncovered so far pre-
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eludes his being the writer of this correspondence, nor is there positive evidence
that he is the right Evans, although many circumstances mesh and give credence
to the argument. Until conclusive evidence is obtained either way (and this
may never be available), this George Evans must be considered the most prob
able candidate. The covers themselves indicate their writer was a precise,
meticulous, organized, conb:olled personality-traits well in accord with the train
ing and career of the individual to be described.

Although now forgotten and obscure, George Evans in his own day was a
man of stature and importance who somehow failed to make a lasting mark on
American history. According to the Dictionary of American Biogmphy,6 he was
born at Hallowell, faine, in 1797 and graduated from Bowdoin College in
1815. Three years later he was admitted to the bar and began the practice of
la'"" in Garcuner. In 1820 he married Ann Dearborn. He was elected to the Maine
legislature in 1825, serving until 1829. For the following twelve years he was a
member of the U.S. House of Representatives.

George Evans entered the U.S. Senate in 1841 as Senator for Maine and
was chairman of the committee on finance. His support of the vVebster-Ashenden
Treaty made him unpopular in his home state. He resigned from the Senate in
1847. Political intrigue prevented his anticipated appointment as Secretary of the
Treasury in the administration of President Taylor. Evans spent two years (1849
and 1850) as chairman of the commission on Mexican claims. In 1851 he returned
to Gardiner and resumed his law practice. He moved to Portland in 1854 and
died there in 1867. After his return to Maine he held various state offices. He was
also active in the Maine Historical Society and served as a trustee of Bowdoin
College for many years. His chief interest and accomplishment was in the field
of public finance. John Quincy Adams described Evans as "one of the ablest men
and most eloquent orators in Congress."7

A tempting supposition that Ann Dearborn, who became Mrs. George
Evans, was a daughter or granddaughter of General Henry Dearborn was proved
false. General Dearborn served in the Revolutionary 'iVar and was Jefferson's
Secretary of vVar. After the Revolution he lived for some time in Maine and had
a home in Gardiner. The collateral branches of the Dearborn family were large
and numerous, however, and it has not been possible to h'ace all of them to
determine whether Ann Dearborn belonged to one of them. At least one branch
was associated with Brattleborough in the midcUe of the nineteenth century.

If the identification of Mr. and Mrs. Evans is accepted, the romantic vision
of the newlyweds separated for the first time must be discarded. In its place the
"Darby and Joan" devotion of a long-married couple may be substituted. The
failure of the names of Mr. and Mrs. Evans to appear in the 1850 census records
for either Brattleborough or Gardiner is readily explained if these are the correct
parties, since they were still residing in Washington, D.C., in 1850.

The reason for Mrs. Evans' visit to Brattleborough may be speculated on
quite easily. The mineral springs and health resort built around them were men
tioned earlier. This water cure was at the height of its popularity in 1850 and
1851, and very probably was the attraction that drew Mrs. Evans to Brattle
borough. Mrs. Hollister may have been the proprietress of a genteel establishment
furnishing accommodations to pab'ons of tlle spa.

The theory outlined above has one principal chawback: it is hard to recon
cile with the fact that tlle covers were found at Brattleborough. Mrs. Evans
treasured and preserved tlle letters-that seems obvious. It is difficult to believe
tllat she left them at Brattleborough. If she took them back to Gardiner with her,
tlley must have been returned to Brattleborough at a later date, perhaps by a
descendant. One envelope-the May 2nd lower left diagonal-bears tlle pencil
notation "Re-read April 1-1875-Augusta," but who Augusta was is not known.
She may have been a daughter or granddaughter of Mrs. Evans. Until some con
clusive evidence is uncovered, we must be content with the Scottish verdict,
"not proven."

Possibly some reader may be able to furnish more information about the
principals of this correspondence. The cover dated April 28th-the upper right
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diagonal-was sold in a Robert A. Siegel auction on January 11, 1967. The cata
logue description included the phrase "letter enclosed." If this was a reference
to the original letter, the present owner could supply valuable information by
sending a copy to me or to the period editor. Any other original letters that remain
with the Evans covers are also urgently solicited.

A photograph of the April 26th lower left diagonal would be most welcome,
as it would establish for certain whether another pair exists among the known
but presently unpaired covers. An appeal is again made to collectors and dealers
to report any Gardiner-Evans covers yet unlisted. The preponderance of evidence
indicates that five or more unreported covers are still in existence. Reports of any
previously unlisted covers and any new information obtained about the cor
respondents themselves will be presented in a future issue.

Two additional lines of philatelic inquiry might prove fruitful. If the plate
positions of the stamps could be determined, it might be possible to establish
whether they originally formed a block or large piece. Such knowledge could per
haps help confirm the number of missing covers and their place in the chrono
logical sequence. Collectors of stampless covers and franks may possess examples
of holograph letters of George Evans written during his terms in Congress. Au
thenticated letters from Evans would provide a handwriting comparison with
the bisect covers. Such comparison should effect final proof or disproof.

Has the Gardiner bisect puzzle been solved? Only partially and tentatively.
Yet, though some pieces stubbornly resist placement, the many elements that fit
together give form and substance, even if not sharply defined, to what was before
shapeless and void. It may be surprising that an integrated and consistent theory
can be conshllcted by correlating the scanty data available. Like "what Song
the Syrel1s sang," the mysteries of the Gardiner-Evans correspondence, "though
puzzling Questions, are not beyond all conjecture."

Footnotes

1 J. David Baker, "Additional 1847 Bisecls," Tile Chrollicle, XX (February 1968), 8.
2 Present spelling is "Brattleboro," adopted in 1888; this was also used until abour 1842,

when "Brattleborough" was introduced. Since the longer f01m was current in 1851, it is em
ployed th roughou t for the sake of consistency.

3 Wdters' Program, Vermollt, pp. 96-99.
4 Writers' Program, Mail/e, pp. 119-120, pp. 326-327; Robert P. Tristram Coffin, Kennebec,

Cmdle of Americal/s, p. 140, pp. 160-161, pp. 167-17L
5 Personal communication from Mr. Cole, July 22, 1969.
6 William A. Robinson, "George Evans," DictionQ1)1 of Ame,-ican Biography, VI, 199-200.
7 Ibid.
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Corrigenda for 1969 Revision of lOc 1847 Bisect Cover List in
The Chronicle August, 1969

Fer/icle Left
3·J3·? New Haven: add·.

Vertical RighI
6·7·51 New Haven·Birmingham: delete P.F.
6-7·51 New Haven·New Bedford: add r.F.

Upper Lefl Diagonal
2·13·51 Concord, N.H.: add·

Upper Right Diagonal
9·15·50 Concord, N.H.: should read 9-1-1-50.

Lower Left Diagonal
6·26·51 Ph ila., I'a.: should read 6-28·51.

Upper Horiwllta(
5·29·X New Orleans, La.: poslmark of origin is Franklin, La., HoI :-lew Orleans.

These corrections all represent typographical errors, except for the final
change; credit for this correction is due to Frank Levi Jr. It is suggested that
readers transfer these corrections directly to the original article. Several items of
supplementary information and one additional listing have already been reported
by collectors; these will be published at a later date.

" " "
NEXT ISSUE:

Two articles on Wisconsin territorial covers bearing 1847 stamps will be
featured. Arthur Van Vlissingen will discuss the two proven territorial covers,
both from Milwaukee. The distinguishing characteristics of the postmarks will be
explained and also Mr. Van Vlissingen's reasons for believing that any 1847
Wisconsin territorial must conform to the two accepted covers. An article by
Creighton C. Hart will describe a third cover from iilwaukee, whkh he and
some other authorities believe may be a 'iVisconsin territorial, although it differs
in important respects from the other two. Mr. Hart will present the arguments
supporting his view, and wiJl outline the postal history evidence needed for con
clusive proof either way.
YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!
Your Sales Department Manager is Dr. W. F. Amo
nette. ...

His address is 204 8th Street, Radford, Va., 24141 .

. . . And he wants you to know that he has in his
custody a very choice cross-section of the lIc1assicsll

placed with him by your fellow Route Agents for sale.

While opportunity knocks, why not knock out a query
to your Sales Department citing your interests? Per
haps you've been knocking yourself out, knocking
around for just the thing waiting to be knocked
down to you by:

DR. W. F. AMONETTE
204 8th St. Radford, Va. 24141
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THE 1851-'60 PERIOD
THOMAS J. ALEXANDER, Editor

DAVID T. BEALS III, Assoc. Editor
MILITARY MARKINGS: 1851-1861

DAVID T. BEALS III, R.A. 248

Introduction

In this series of articles, ye section associate editor will attempt to tie to
gether the existing information on Military Markings of the period and their postal
usage, which is widely scattered and in many instances out of print. New and
more complete information will be sought, and it is sincerely hoped that other
collectors of this material will send me information on their covers in order to
make the story as complete as possible as we proceed.

The term "Military Markings" as used herein means the postal markings of
all military installations having a U.S. postoffice. It includes Camps and Barracks
in addition to Forts. Inasmuch as over half of the military installations having
their own postal service during this period were located in the western territories,
much of this mail is of great interest, first, as territoral usage. However, the story
of the military support of the opening of the West is a fascinating one in itself,
and provides added interest. Then, when there are markings on a military-ter
ritorial cover which shows calTiage by the Overland Mail or even the Pony Ex
press (there is one from Fort Bridger), it would seem that the cover has just
about everything.

While the author has always been interested in military history, which
caused him to start collecting in this field about fifteen years ago, the military
history of the period is beyond the scope of this work. However, its interest
philatelically may readily be seen in Alex ter Braake's articles on Texas forts in the
May and June, 1969, issue of the Amedcan Philatelist (Ref. 50).

The missions of the U.S. Army in the West during this decade were;
1, In the early years of the decade protecting emigration and trade on the

Santa Fe and Oregon (California) Trails. A number of military posts were estab
lished on these trails (Ref. 49);

2, Controlling the Indians as they were encroached upon and pushed back by
the arrival of the white man. While there were no major Indian wars cltuing this
decade, there was usually trouble somewhere. The following shows where the
action was:

Engagements of the U.S. Army: 1851-1861 (Ref. 42, Vol. 11, pp. 400 et seq.)
New Mexico 78
Texas 50
Oregon Territory 13
Florida 6
Indian Tenitory 5
Kansas Territory 4
Washington Territory 12
California 10
Nebraska Territory 7
Utah Territory 4

evada Territory 1

Total 190;
3, Protecting the Mexican border following the war with Mexico (Ref. 50);
4, Protecting the overland mail and express lines between Missouri and the

West. Several military posts also served as way stations on these routes;
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5, In 1857 and 1858 the necessity, in effect, to force the Mormons under
Brigham Young to join the Union and adhere to its laws. A military expedition
under Col. Albert Sidney Johnson was dispatched to Utah by President Buchanan.
The so-called "Mormon War" was largely a show of force, but did accomplish its
objective (Refs. 46 & 47), and, finally;

6, To provide the military government of California.

Military Letters

vVhile a considerable amount of War Department official correspondence
for the period prior to 1850 has in some way reached philatelic hands, most of the
matelial available from this decade appears to be private correspondence. We
only know of three exceptions, covers from Ft. Craig and Ft. Union, New
Mexico, and Ft. Scott, Mo. The first two are franked "Free Official Business", and
the latter "On Public Service". vVe would very much like to hear of any others.

We believe that most serious military collectors consider any cover bearing
a military marking during the period in which that particular post was actually
garrisoned by the Army to be an acceptable military cover. Or, if there is no
date on the cover or on an enclosed letter, if the issue of stamps used on the
cover or the stamped envelope was current during the period of galTisoning, it is
also acceptable.

There are, however, other factors to be considered which further influence
the desirability of a military cover. First, in a number of instances a town grew
up around the military post and the military post office often served the sur
rounding area. Fort Leavenworth (prior to the establishment of Leavenworth
City, K. T. post office in March, 1855), Fort Scott, K. T. (after the settlement of
a town of the same name in June of 1857) and Fort Smith, Arkansas, are ex
amples. Consequently, one wonders if the cover in question is really a military
letter, i.e., correspondence to or from a member of the army serving at that or
another military post. The letter enclosed or the addressee may fully answer the
question. The correspondence of (then) Capt. Jesse Augustus Gove from several
western posts addressed to his wife "Mrs. Capt.}. A. Gove" is an example. If the
answer is not self-evident, Heitman's book (Re . 42) contains, in Vol. 1, a brief
biographical sketch of all officers of the regular army from 1783 to 1903 and pos
sibly the officer (or his wife) can be located there. However, in the case of rare
markings where only a few exist, this question becomes quite academic.

An interesting sidelight to this question is the movement of the Fort Towson,
Arkansas, post office to the adjacent town of Doaksville, Choctaw ation, in

e-~ ~:.... ~ t!-.02~rLe

ah---/- ~:~::. I.~ r~.

Fig. 1. An interesting example of military correspondence. Letter from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., to Capt.
Irwin McDowell (Mai. General in 1862), Fort leavenworth, Missouri. 52 stamp in 1856 shade.
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1847 (Ref. 11, p. 277), and the subsequent use of the Doaksville post office by
Fort Towson, which gives such letters military interest when they can be so
identified. A number of Doaksville, C. . covers are known used with S5 and
all bear manuscript markings.

Aside from the strictly military, letters to or from outstanding western or
political figures of the day also add great historical interest to the cover. Men
such as Gen. J. W. Denver (Governor of Kansas Territory and U.S. Commis
sioner of Indian Affairs between periods of military service in the Mexican and
Civil Wars) and Col. Peter Pitchlyn (Chief of the Choctaw Indians and Gen.
Stand Watie's deputy during the Civil War) are interesting examples, some of
whose correspondence survives.

Much emigrant mail was picked up as a courtesy by military courier along
the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails during the early years of the decade and mailed
at Fort Leavenworth (Ref. 49). Such letters, while not strictly military, often
have great historical interest.

Finally, while military courier was used when necessary to carry private
mail as well as military dispatches, it appears evident that the U.S. postal service
was used by the military whenever it became available. A number of letters from
western posts are marked as Overland Mail and those not so marked may cer
tainly be considered as Overland Mail if the post was located on or adjacent to
the Southern or Centml Routes (as a number were) and if the date of use coin
cides with the dates such service was available. See the discussion on Fort Clark,
Texas, postal service (Ref. 50).

Another interesting sidelight was the importation of a string of camels by
Secretary of War Jefferson Davis in 1855, at a cost of $55,000.00 to transport sup
plies (and probably mail) from Fort Davis, Texas, to the southwestern posts
located in desert country and California. These camels were used intermittently
until the Civil War. They carried loads of up to 600 lbs. each.

Military Posts and Markings
We will list each post from which postal markings are known to us, giving

its location, mission and dates between which it was garrisoned by the Army.
We will comment on the covers known to us with each marking and attempt to
determine their scarcity. It must be mentioned, however, that at this writing we
undoubtedly have a record of only a modest proportion of this material in phil
atelic hands and again urge collectors to let us know of others. A Xerox print
would be most appreciated in reporting new covers. vVe will be happy either to
acknowledge help or keep it anonymous. We will illustrate a number of the most
interesting covers where we are able to obtain glossy prints.

The actual markings will be published as supplemental Schedule A-28g to
United States Postal Markings: 1851-1861, by Tracy W. Simpson. While some
have aheady been listed in Schedule A-28f, they will be re-listed and illustrated
in Schedule A-28g.
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In addition to the covers listed in the references listed herein and those in
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Kanaga, A. L. tel' Braake, W. S. Parker, W. H. Semsrott, G. Signorelli and T. W.
Simpson. Leonard Persson's "Auction Action" in Western Express for the last
six years has been summarized in order to determine the amount of this material
that has been available on the auction market.
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Fort Smith, Arkansas
This post was established on October 15, 1817, as a western outpost on

the south bank of the Arkansas River near the western border of the present state.
It was garrisoned by the Army (with a few relatively short exceptions) until the
Spring of 1861, when federal troops were withdrawn in the face of the Civil
War. On April 23, 1861, it was occupied by Arkansas (Confederate) troops. A
town grew up in the vicinity. Fort Smith was a major way station on the Butter
field Overland Mail route during the entire period of its operation. Postal receipts
of $653.00 for the year 1859 make this the most active military post office of the
period.

•Diagram #1

1. FORT SMITH/D/ARK C221h
One cover reported on S2 ('54 shade) with 7 bar grid killer.

Diagram #2
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2. FORT SMITH/ARK Yr. D. DC 26lf2
Two covers reported: one, S5 with target killer and dated Jan. 17, 1861;
the other ties S5 with mss. notation on cover, "Telegraphic rep Postmaster
Ft. Smith paid postage collect 35c" both with marking #2.

Note: It would seem that other Fort Smith covers of the period should still
exist.

Fort Washita, Chickasaw Nation (Ref. 44, p. 125)
This post was established in April, 1842, about 30 miles north of the Red

River in Indian Territory about midway between the Arkansas and Texas borders,
on a site selected by (then) Col. Zachary Taylor, 1st U.S. Dragoons. Its mission
was to protect the Chickasaw Indians from the hostile Comanches across the
river in Texas. The post was garrisoned until February 17, 1858, when most of
the troops were moved elsewhere. It was finally evacuated on April 16, 1861,
and occupied by the Confederates the next day. Fort Washita was about 25
miles southwest of Bogey Depot, a way station on the Butterfield Overland Mail.
The fort had weekly mail service with Bogey Depot after April 25, 1853 (Ref.
40).

Posts located in Indian Territory were attached to Arkansas in post office
records and used Arkansas postmarks prior to the Civil War (Ref. 40). Two mark
ings are known:

1. Fort Washita CN 8 Mar 1852, in manuscript.

Diagram #3

2. FORT WASHITA ARK/D/C33.5
One cover with the manuscript marking used with S2 has been reported.

Two covers are reported with the second marking, one used with S2 and the
other illustrated in Figure 2, shown at bottom of opposite page.

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas Territory
This post was established on May 8, 1827, by Col. Henry Leavenworth as a

western outpost and to provide protection for the Santa Fe Trail. It is located on
the west bank of the Missouri River 23 miles above the mouth of the Kansas
River (the present site of Kansas City). It has been garrisoned continuously
since the Fall of 1829 and in the 1850's it provided military protection to the
emigrant trails and served as a depot for the militaJ:y posts further west.

Much mail from the west was carried along the Oregon (California) and
Santa Fe Trails by military courier and mailed at the Fort Leavenworth post
office in the late'40s and early '50s. A town grew up south of the post and the
Leavenworth City, Kansas Territory, post office was established in March, 1855.
Even so, the Fort Leavenworth post office was the second largest military post
office in 1859, having postal receipts of $451.00 (Ref. 53).

Prior to the organization of the Kansas Territory on May 30, 1854, this area
was in unorganized territory and was known as the "Missouri Country." The
early Kansas post offices were attached to Missouri for adminisb:ative reasons.
There are two markings known:
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Diagram #4

1. FORT LEAVENWOHTH Mo/D/C30

Diagram #5

2. FORT LEAVENWORTH KANS/D/C23
The first marking was used from 1839 until (apparently) Kansas was ad·

mitted to statehood on Jan. 29, 1861 (Ref. 11, p. 213). While stampless covers
with tlns marking are not rare, relatively few stamped covers of this period seem
to have survived. To date we have recorded six covers used with S2 (including
a front with a strip of three plus lc to Canada), two with # 14 (one is illustrated
in Ref. 48) and three covers with S5, for a total of eleven with marking # 1.
Marking #2 is an early statehood mark, and we have recorded only one cover
used with a strip of four S5s. Its use with the 1861 issue is less rare.

...... -
Fig. 2. A much traveled cover. First addressed to Col. Jesse Stem, Ft. Belknap, Texa. (probably in 1854);
forwarded from Ft. Washita (adjacent to Ft. Belknap) to Waco Village, Texas, whose post office evidently
served several military posts in the vicinity; thence to San Antonio, Texas, and Sandusky, Ohio, where it
apparently reached the Colonel. Army officers moved faster than the mail in those days.
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Fort Riley, Kansas Territory

This post was established on May 17, 1853, by (then) Capt. Charles S.
Lovell, 6th U.S. Infantry, as a western outpost. At one time the opinion was ex
pressed in the War Department that Ft. Riley might replace both Ft. Scott,
which it largely did, and Fort Leavenworth, which it did not. It was named for
Gen. Bennet Riley and was located at the junction of the Republican and Smoky
Hill Rivers. It has been garrisoned continuously to the present day, and in 1859
was the third most active military post office having receipts of $219.00 (Ref. 53).
Fort Riley was a way station on the first route to Denver used by the Jones &
Russell Express in the Spring of 1859;

Three markings are known:
1. Fort Riley KT April 11, in manuscript.

Diag,am #6

2. FORT RILEY KTjDjC33.5

Diagram #7

3. FORT RILEY KASjDjC25
Only one cover has been reported with mss. markings used with 55. Three

have been reported with the second marking, including one cover with a strip of
three 1c 1851 illusb'ated on p. 318, Vol. II, Ref. 5, one cover with 52 and one with
55. The third is an early statehood marking, of which one cover, a patriotic, used
with 55 has been reported. This marking is less rare on the 1861 issue.

Fort Scott, Kansas Territory

This post was established on May 30, 1842, by (then) Capt. Benjamin D.
Moore, 1st U.S. Dragoons, in order to protect the military road between Fort
Gibson, Indian Territory, and Fort Leavenworth. It was located about 100 miles
south of Fort Leavenworth and 8 miles west of the Missouri border. Fort Scott
was largely abandoned in April, 1853, and the garrison was moved to Fort Riley.
It was re-occupied intermittently during the border h'oubles between the pro
slavers (Missouri) and free-staters (Kansas) prior to the Civil War. Fort Scott
was re-garrisoned during the Civil War with the arrival, on March 29, 1862, of the
2nd Ohio Cavalry Regiment. A town of the same name was settled in June, 1857.

Four markings are known:
1. Fort Scott Mo, April 27, 1853 in manuscript.
2. Fort Scott KT Sept. 15, 1857 in manuscript.
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Diagram #8

3. FORT SCOTT KT/D/C37

Diagram #9

4. FORT SCOTT KAN/D/C25
Only one cover each has been reported with markings, supra., 1. and 2. The

former is franked "On Public Service" and is, of course, another "Missouri Coun
b'y" marking; and the second is on VIO. Five covers have been reported with the
third (3. supra) marking, two used with S2, one with V 10 and two with S5. Of
the fourth marking (4. supra) an early statehood mark, we have three covers
listed, all used with S5, including one patriotic. This marking is less scarce on
the 1861 issue.

Note: Forts Arbuckle CN, Gibson CN and Tejon Calif. all had V.S. post
offices in 1859 and were garrisoned for various periods during this decade. As
yet, however, no covers used with stamps have been reported from these posts.

(To be continued in the next issue.)
THE READER'S FORUM

SUSAN M. McDONALD, Editor
An Open Letter to the Reader

A funny thing happened on my way to the forum. Well, not so funny, really:
the only letter to appear in the Reader's Forum for tIlls issue is written by, not
to, the editor. That's not right. This is your page; my only job is to referee.

Individually and collectively you are literate, intelligent, knowledgeable,
and articulate. There must be some things about this journal that stir your honest
b'ibute or provoke your well-deserved wrath. Take a moment to express yourself
on any subject that is covered in The Chronicle or that falls within the Society's
field of interest. Your comments, reflections, theories, and opinions are welcome,
whether praise or polemic.

Letters may be sent directly to me, and I'll see that they're referred to the ap
propriate period editor when necessary.

Please-it's lonesome here among all these drafty columns.
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THE 1861·'69 PERIOD

RICHARD B. GRAHAM, Editor
Editorial and Reports
Mr. Jerome S. vVagshal's article putting the Scarlet, Scott's No. 74, in its place,

continues to arouse comment. While much of this is in the form of digging up
the comments made by serious students over the years as regards the so called
"August" or "Premieres Gravures" portion of the 1861 issue, a letter written by
Mr. Arthur H. Bond to Mr. Wagshal some time ago is of interest. This refers to
the illustrations on page 139 of Chronicle 60, which show three copies of the
Scarlet cancelled with typical killers of the ew York Post Office of a consider
ably later period than the sixties. Mr. Bond comments that he has seen the "P 0"
killer (on the dos Passas copy) used only on local mail or at least never on mail
intended for out-of-town. The latter always carried the numbered killers. The
earliest date of usage seen by Mr. Bond of the "p 0" killer is March 27,
1877. The "triplex" year date, such as is on the corner of the dos Passos copy,
does not appear, however, in 1877 but only in 1878 or later usages.

Mr. Bond goes on to say that the "D" killer was definitely the marking of
Station D, and was used on both mails for city delivery and out-of-town. The
earliest recorded usage seen by Mr. Bond of this type is in 1880, an earlier type
being similar but with a much thinner "D" in the killer.

All of which is confirmation of the places of usage of the few Scarlets known
with legitimate postal cancellations, and further evidence of Mr. Wagshal having
the correct solution to their usage.

In about the same vein, following is a summary and commentary regarding
the status of the so-called "August" or "Premieres Gravures" issue of the 1861
issue. The author has asked that his name not be used, suggesting that the Period
Editor apply his own name to the article. This we will not do for two reasons-
we don't consider it exactly ethical and we suspect that many readers ,,,,ill guess
the authorship of these words, anyhow. As a matter of fact, we will gladly award
as a prize am editorial scissors (we don't have much use for them, anyway) to the
first reader supplying the correct name of the author. We must say, however,
that we consider this capsule history of how Scott's Nos. 55-62, the "First Designs"
acquired the undeserved status as postage stamps they now have as being quite
correct.
The 1Oc "August" and the 1861 "First Designs"
In 1896 the late Jolm N. Luff announced a discovery which was accepted as

being important. Had it been factual it would have been very important.
Because 10c stamps from the original or premier plate had been found

properly used, (Scott No. 58), and he had a 24c violet (Scott o. 60) which he
believed was from a "Premiere Gravure" issue, Luff asserted that all eight values
of a "Premiere Gravure" set had been issued "in the early part of August, 1861,"
and used as postage stamps.

Luffs conclusions were entirely imaginary. The "proof" he offered proved
nothing, except that it is easy to be mistaken. Had the first 10c plate not been
used twice (the second time probably by accident) his argument would have
had no basis. Facts unknown to Luff in 1896, or later when his book, The Postage
Stamps of the United States was published, proved there was no "Premiere
Gravure" issue in the "early part of August, 1861"-01' at any later date.

Research by the late Clarence W. Brazer published in the Collectors Club
Philatelist for July, 1941 and reprinted in the Essay Proof Journal o. 84, gives
the real reason for making the essay (Premiere Gravure) plates.

The American Philatel'ist for July, 1961 published, in an article by the late
Norton D. York, correspondence between the 1 ational Bank Note Co. and the
Post Office Department which reveals many facts previously unknown and
which prove Luff's "Premiere Gravure" issue was merely a delusion.
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Although an article by the late Stanley B. Ashbrook in the Stamp Specialist
Yellow Book (1942) contains incorrect premises, it deserves very careful study.
It came very near to the real reason for altering the lOc and several other of the
First Issue designs.

As required by specifications in the contract which was awarded the ational
Banknote Company, finished (gummed and perforated) sheets of essays were
submitted for approval not later than July, 1861. The 10c plate (No.4) was
finished in June, 1861 and an essay sheet may have been submitted in June.

Obviously, the lOc "First Design" was not approved. Otherwise it would
not have been altered and two plates (Nos. 15 and 26) made with the altered
design. Scott o. 68 was printed from these two "Second Design" or "Regular
Issue" plates. Ten cents stamps from plate o. 15 are known used on a cover of
August 20, 1861.

The 10c stamp in the design of I o. 68 is the only variety which may correctly
be called the "10c August" of the 1861 issue. The Scott catalog note about shade
and paper applies to no other stamp.

Neither Luff in 1896, nor anyone at a later date, has ever produced one essay
(Premiere Gravme) used "in the early part of August, 1861." Luffs statement
that making "Second Design" plates caused a delay and Premieres Gravmes were
issued to meet an urgent need for the new stamps is unadulterated moonshine
because it cannot be reconciled with the facts. The "Second Design" stamps could
have been issued on August 1st, 1861, "as had been intended." The Stamp Agent
obtained a delay of two weeks for an entirely different reason.
The 10c Plate No. 4
This essay plate went to press again for a day or two, early in September,

1861, or at a date early enough so that the 10c First Design was used on a cover
on September 19, 1861. Possibly the most acceptable reason is that this Premiere
Gravure plate was placed in the press and used in error. The Stamp Agent ac
cepted these erroneous prints and supplied them to post offices in the regular
way. That error (or happenstance?) is the real basis for catalog listings which
have persisted in being wrong for three score and ten years.

The 10c essay which was not approved in June or July of 1861 is listed as
Scott I o. 58. A ten cents postage stamp, of the same design, but printed at a
much later date and which was issued in September, 1861 also is included under
this number. These- are really two different printings from the same plate, one
being merely an essay; the other being an issued stamp. The same comment ap
plies to the 24c stamp of 1861, No. 60. The rest of the set of os. 55-62 are pmely
essays.

These facts have been known to most collectors for many years. If such list
ing in the Scott catalogs of unissued essays with, and as if they were the same
as regularly issued postage stamps, has not been repeated in the face of the known
facts merely to save the face of John . Luff, some collectors would like to know
what other reason there can be.
The June 29/30 Carrier Cover
This cover, illusb'ated on page 107 of Ch1'011icle No. 63 has aroused its share

of comment. First, 1r. Edward T. Harvey correctly points out what looks some
thing like a year date in the backstamped Penny carrier mail marking, is actually
a time mark such as 1 PM. fro Harvey states these were usually a little smeared,
and also comments that the use of this marking continued on into July for a short
period before being discontinued. However, of some 15 covers examined by Mr.
Harvey, all that were legible had the same dates in both markings. Mr. Henry M.
Gobie, a retired postal supervisor, commented that in many years of his experience
with incorrect dates in posbnarks, by far the most common error was the failure
of a clerk to change the date in the handstamp at the beginning of his tour of
duty.

Mr. Harvey commented, quite correctly, that contrary to om caption, this
was not the last day of the carrier service but the last day that extra payment
was required. Mr. Harvey also would like to learn the meaning of the small
letters (usually "A") appearing at the right in the marking.
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Additions and Corrections to Listings of Markings
Referring to the listing of the red New York carrier marking, item "R" on

page 109 of Chronicle No. 63, Mr. Calvet M. Hahn points out that a later listing
than the one given (Nov. 21, 1861) is shown on page 184, Vol. II, of the late Mr.
Ashbrook's The United States One Cent Stamp of 1851-1857. Until Mr. Hahn
wrote us, we had no idea that any usages on 1861 stamps were even mentioned
in this work! However, the marking is noted as having been struck in red on a
lc 1861 stamp on January 30, 1862, as reported by the late Mr. L. B. Mason.

Mr. Elliott Perry also reports more about patent cancellers. These were il
lustrated in Chronicle No. 57, pages 26-27 (Plate II) and additional data was
given on page 115 of Chronicle No. 63. Mr. Perry comments as follows:

Rochester; ov. 24 and Nov. 25, 1862; target cancel. Dec. 27, 1862-open
grid, nine bars. A patent cutter was used on various dates between Feb. 18 and
Aug. 19, 1863. An ordinary four ring target cancel was used on covers dated Dec.
28,1863 and Jan. 15, 1864.

Buffalo; May 15, 1863 through Feb. 4, 1865-various dates showing use of
the small round double circle (outer circle with a gap; inner being the patent
cutter). On June 14, 1865 a similar marking had as the outer circle or stopper a
small rosette about 15 mm wide.

Albany; June tlu-ough ovember (probably 1863) and Jan. 1864; patent can
celler similar to the Buffalo and Rochester markings was used.

" " "We do not have enough markings reported to provide the usual plate or so
of such this issue. While this is not necessarily a request for markings to be sub
mitted indiscriminately, we could use accurate tracings of Missouri town mark
ings used during the Civil War. These are believed to be scarce enough and in
teresting enough to be worth tracing, particularly with reference to other than
St. Louis markings and even these are not really common.
United States 1869 Stamps Used In Japan
R. B. GRAHAM

While the listings of markings in the Scott's Specialized Catalog indi
cates that a considerable supply exists of stamps of the U.S. 1869 issue off
cover but bearing cancellations of the United States post offices in Japan,
covers with stamps so used are not often seen. Neither is there a great
deal of information available regarding this usage in literature published in
this country.

For this reason, it was quite a nice coincidence for the writer to acquire
a copy of Dr. S. Ichida's (R.A. o. 303) The Cherry Blossom Issues of
Japan in which Chapter III is devoted to the postal system for foreign mail
in Japan during the '60's and early '70's, and see the covers illusb:ated with
this article within a few months. Mr. Creighton C. Hart showed us the
covers, which are now in the collection of Mrs. Margaret L. vVunsch.

In another of his fine works on Japanese stamps and postal history,
The Dragon Stamps of Japan, 1871-1872, Dr. Ichida illustrates three more
covers bearing U.S. stamps which entered the mails at U.S. consular post
offices in Japanese cities, and he illustrates one more in his more recent book,
noted previously. We would assume that covers from these offices to the
United States would be the normal thing for such usages, but the appear
ance of the covers illustrated make this somewhat questionable.

The rate to the United States across the Pacific was 10c, and three of
the four covers illustrated by Dr. Ichida in his books bear such a rate al
though, oddly, one of these was mailed only from Hyogo to Nagasaki. The
other cover shown by Dr. Ichida was carried by a 3c 1869 stamp and also
went from Hyogo to Nagasaki, being from the same correspondence.

The covers illustrated herewith, having, respectively, 6c in 2c 1869
stamps and a single 3c banknote, went from Byogo to Yokahama. They also
indicate the mode of transportation; the U.S. Pacific Mail Steamer Golden
Age, which, we believe, was one of the U.S. steamers operating under the
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Figure 1

A double 3< rate, paid by a .trip of three 1869 .tamps used in Japan. From Hiogo (Kobe) to
Yokohama, Japan, per Pacific Mail Steamer "Oregonian." Letter heading as shown below the cover.
Courtesy of Mrs. Margaret L. Wunsch. Photo by C. C. Hart.

. ....

Figure 2

From H;ogo to Yokohama, per the "Golden Age" 2S April, 1814. A single of the same rate as
shown in Fig. 1, above. Photo by C. C. Hart.
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first trans-Pacific mail contract. Apparently these covers were mailed from
a U.S. Consular postoffice in one Japanese city to a similar postoffice in an
other Japanese city. Both of the covers illustrated have contents written in
German.

To us, the really interesting thing about these covers is the application
of the U.S. 3c per ~ ounce domestic rate to this use, for we believe (as
stated in Dr. Ichida's book) the 1869 cover to be a double rate and the other
a single, as the former being a folded letter, weighs between ~ and one
ounce! While one wonders just what authority could permit the application
of the U.S. domestic rate in such a usage, the next question is just what rate
was authorized for this use. Judging from one of Dr. Ichida's covers (date
not given) a ten cents rate was used at least once for this route. Can anyone
reading these lines confirm or refute this idea or supply additional infonna
tion as to the source of this rate?

Again from Dr. Ichida's book, we note that there were four U.S. post
offices in Japanese cities, with dates of opening as follows: Yokohama
(1867), NagasaKi (1867)~ Hyogo (1868) and Hakodate (1871). Stamps
were sold in these offices as early as 1867, and all were closed the last day
of December, 1874, when, we believe, a new U.S.-Japanese postal treaty
became effective.

Bibliography
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Packet Boat Purser's Markings and Corner Cards
The late Mr. Henry A. Meyer was probably best known for his work in

the field of waterway markings connected with the mails. He had assumed,
a good many years ago, the burden of revising the book United States
Waterway Packetmarks, by the late Eugene Klein, which appeared in 1940,
with a supplement in 1941. Mr. Meyer had collected and l:ecorded literally
hundreds of previously unrecorded markings, and much of the work to
publish a revised edition had been completed at the time of his death.

It is with a good deal of pleasure that we advise that the material ac
cumulated by Hemy A. Meyer is now in the hands of a capable committee
who intend to complete the task. Rather than give names, other than that

A very fine handstruck purser's marking "Steamer Henry Ames/Trip B/ Jan. 1 lB65/Clerk,j John M.
leavenworth." Struck on a naval letter "From U.S.S. Avenger", then patrolling the Mississippi River between
Natchez: and Vicksburg. The cover was undoubtedly placed aboard the Henry Ames on her up trip from
New Orleans, the letter being placed in the mail at Cairo.
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Mr. Floyd Risvold of Minneapolis has agreed to handle the project, we
wish merely to state at this time the first step is to get the material or
ganized and see what is needed to be done. No doubt the committee will
have additional announcements to make when this is completed.

Mr. Meyer also was greatly interested in the allied field of postal mark
ings, such as SHIP, STEAM, WAY, MAIL ROUTE, and similar origin or
rating justification marks. Some fifteen to twenty years ago, he had pub
lished a series of articles in the S.P.A. Journal reviewing these markings.
This in turn led to his writing a book, based upon the series but greatly expanded.
However, being the perfectionist that he was, Mr. Meyer never permitted the
book to be published as he was not satisfied that it contained enough answers.
For example, it was only a few years ago that the final answer to the markings
MAIL ROUTE was unearthed by Mr. Arthur H. Bond with, perhaps, a few sug
gestions from Henry. Still unsolved are certain questions regarding the use of the
markings WAY, and SHIP, particularly after 1863. Mr. Meyer regarded these
unsolved problems major obstacles to the publication of his book, and it is very
doubtful that the book would ever have been submitted for publication until
such time as Mr. Meyer had a complete and certain answer for every question.

Mr. Meyer had left with this Period Editor a copy of his book, and we had
agreed to get it up to date and in print when the material was available to com
plete it. In the next issue, it is our intention to commence publishing plates of
postal markings associated with waterway packets as given in Mr. Meyer's rec
ords. Obviously, there will be overlappage with both earlier and later periods.
Space permitting, it is intended to handle this in much the same way as the
Meyer-Towle book was handled to start with; in this case there is not nearly the
large volume of markings available to be published.

This is not intended as a request to have markings submitted; quite the con
trary is intended. While we are sure that Mr. Meyer did not have every possible
waterway postal marking recorded, submission of additional material is pointless
until such time as plates of those markings that have been recorded appear in
print. The omissions will then be obvious by their absence, and at that juncture
submitting examples will be appropriate and zealous, cooperation devoutly to be
wishedI

RICHARD B. GRAHAM
Chicago Double Circle and Local Postmarks with Initials
(Ba••d upon not•• furni.h.d by Richard McP. Cobeen)

The late Mr. Richard McP. Cabeen was best known for his work in the fields
of territorial markings and of the 1851-57 stamps. He was interested in other
areas, however, such as Chicago postmarks. One of the real puzzles in the latter
field concerns the use of 1863 Chicago postmarks with letters in the date logos
slots. In Chronicle No. 53 (October, 1966) a cover bearing one of these markings
was reported by Mr. Richard Edmond and a request was made that covers with
such similar markings be reported to either Mr. Cabeen or the Period Editor.

This request brought a considerable response, which in turn aroused interest
in further data which Mr. Cabeen requested. He also made a preliminary com
pilation of the reports received, which was sent in early 1967 to all who had re
ported covers. However, although several avenues were explored, no certain an
swer was found. The most probable explanation of the letters in these markings
is that they are initials or other identification of the postal clerk applying the
postmark. This is neither certain nor is a reason known. Although Mr. Cabeen's in
vestigation developed an extensive record of covers with these markings, includ
ing such data as to where addressed, from what address the cover was sent
(when available), the date of the marking, the killer which was duplexed with
the marking and the owner of the cover, few real patterns are apparent from the
compilation.

In Figure 1, the tracings accompanying this article, we have shown as (1)
the double circle marking as it was originally used, and (2) the same maTking
showing the letters "RA" which is one of the foUT known letter combinations re-
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Fig. 1. Tracings of the Chicago double circle marking and a few of the killers which were duplexed with
it. All from covers in the Chester C. Peterson collection. Items 2A, B, C, and E were with the tlRAtI le"ers,
D with "GA", F with "58" and G with "X".

corded as used with this double circle marking. Also shown are a few of the cork
killers which were duplexed with the double circles. As these are difficult to de
scribe other than by tracings, and an examination of those which we have seen
indicates little is to be gained from further compilation of them, we have not re
corded these in the tabulation accompanying tlus article. The basis of this decision
is that while several of the postmarks with letter combinations are known with
more than one cork, no cork killer is known as used with more than one post
mark.

From Mr. Cabeen's notes, we learn that this particular type of double cir
cle postmark only came into use in Chicago a few days before the first postmarks
with the letters appeared, his earliest recorded use being September 8, 1863. As
the earliest recorded use of the letters in these town datestamps was September
11, 1863, these instruments were obviously new when the practice was begun.

For those not completely aware of how instruments with such markings are
made, we should probably say that such handstampers were equipped with at
least two slots and frequently, in this era, three slots into which date logos or
special type could be inserted, If two lines only were used, then month and day,
only, were shown; the third slot was for a year date. The normal arrangement
produced a marking such as is shown as Figure 1, Item 1. When the letters were
added, the year date was abolished, the other two logos were moved down one
slot and the "mystery" letters placed in the top slot. Four different letter com
binations are known with the double circle marking. The two commonest are
"RA" and "SB", but "X" is also well known. The last, "CA", is seldom seen, judg
ing by the compilation.

In addition to the letters in the double circle marking, a similar practice was
followed for roughly the same period for the local "Chicago City" single circle
marking. We do not have an example of this marking available to trace at tlUs
time. Six letter combinations, three being two-letter and the others each a single
letter, are known with this marking. Mr. Cabeen had seen and examined all but
one of the double letter combinations, which had been mentioned to him by the
late Dr. C. W. Helman. None of these markings are common; only two copies
of "KB" and one each of "B", "I", "0" and "PB" were recorded. The marking not
seen was reported as a "KM." We do not believe these local markings were ac
companied by duplexed killers, but need verification of this idea.

Mr. Cabeen had recorded these for many years, but he was not aware of the
earliest known date of usage, this having been reported by Mr. Chester C. Peter
son after the list was compiled.

From the complete compilation, it may be seen that these markings were
used, partially concurrently, from September 11, 1863 until November 30 of that
year. Only a very careful study of the covers themselves would reveal just how
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many duplicate individual instruments were involved. We believe it was then
the practice that each clerk in a large office might either have his own marking
devices or at least that several such, intended to be alike, would be available. We
would assume that the Chicago post office had several such double circle post
marking devices furnished, and it is possible that they were not all delivered at
once, which might account for the staggered appearance of the lettered mark
ings, although their disappearance from use is another matter. The use of the
markings could apply to both location and to shift as well as to individuals. None
of this reveals the reason for the use of the letters.

The fact that some of the markings, such as "RA" have more than one
duplexed cork killer could indicate more than one instrument with these letters,
but we prefer to think that the corks wore down quickly with heavy usage and
were replaced.

Mr. Cabeen asked in his notes if double circles without the letters such as are
illustrated in Figure 1, were in use during the same period when the markings
with the letters were used. He noted that Chicago carrier service did not begin
until 1864, although there were West and orth side branches established at
this time. The West side branch was located at the .W. corner of Randolph and
Halstead; the North side branch at Clark and Ontario Streets. At tIllS time the
Chicago city limits were approximately Fullerton Avenue to the north, Western
Avenue at the west, 39th Street to the south and, of course, Lake Michigan to
the east. There is no connection bel:\veen the street number arrangement of 1863
and those of today except possibly southward from 12th Street.

The purpose of collecting information as to where the letters were written
was to determine if any geographic pattern of mailing was connected with the
initials. ot enough data has been collected so that any conclusions can be
drawn.

It was stated above that there may be a connection bel:\veen the letter com
binations and the initials of some of the post office personnel at this time. Mr.
Cabeen gave the following names as being listed in Andreas' Chicago, Vol. III,
page 601.

John L. Scripps, Postmaster (and part owner of the Chicago Tribune.)
George B. Armstrong
Samuel Bangs
A. F. Bradley
P. D. Leeward
Robert A. Gilmore

Armstrong and Bangs were of Railway Mail Service fame. The letters underlined
agree with certain of the letter combinations. Mr. Cabeen commented that some
sources list Bang's name as George S. Bangs, although the listed version was
probably correct.

From the listings, it may be seen that some of the covers bear the oval
"examined" marking of the Camp Douglas Federal prisoner-of-war camp where
Confederate soldiers were confined, and other covers the West or North branch
post office oval markings. All these are struck on the covers in addition to the
regular Chicago marking.

To speculate a bit, the fairly good fit of the initials of some of the post office
clerks to the letter combinations is substantially indicative, if not conclusive.
Consultation with the U.S. Register for 1863 might supply names of other Chi
cago postal clerks of 1863 whose initials fit some of the other letters or combina
tions.

If origin is unknown, there seems to be little point in recording more of these
covers with "RA" or possibly "SB," except those which extend dates of use or
have something else unusual about them.

Only last names of those reporting covers are given in the list. In addition
to Mr. Cabeen, Col. H. S. Mueller, and Messrs. Mr. Leonard Hartmann, Bert
Christian, Delf orona, Carl Cowdrey and Dr. Harvey M. Karlen reported covers
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to Mr. Cabeen as a result of the request. A question of Mr. Richard Edmond re
garding one of these markings started the whole thing off, and Mr. Guy Prescott
asked about another of these recently. Shortly after the list was compiled, Mr.
Chester C. Peterson reported the rather large number of his covers which are in
cluded in the table, and later graciously sent us Xerox prints of all of them. Our
h'acings were made from these Xerox prints, and our thanks go to Mr. Peterson as
well as all those who submitted reports.

Letter Dale Origin Destination Stamp Reported
By

(I)

(1)

(1)
& Co.

(1)

North Enfield, N.H.
54th Mass. Vols, Beaufort, S.C.

?
Newburgh, N.Y.
Wells Corners, Vt.

Peterson
Peterson
Karlen
Peterson
Prescott
Christian
Edmond
Cowdrey
Peterson
Peterson
Cowdrey
Peterson
Peterson
Cabeen
Hartmann
Peterson
Cabeen
Peterson
Karlen
Peterson
Cabeen
Cabeen
Mueller
Cabeen
Peterson
Karlen
Cowdrey
Peterson
Peterson
Peterson

Karlen
Peterson
Cabeen
Peterson

Cabeen
Cabeen
Cabeen
Cabeen
Peterson
Cowdrey
Peterson
Peterson
Cabeen
Peterson
Peterson
Karlen
Cowdrey
Peterson
Peterson
Cowdrey

Cowdrey
Cabeen
Petersen
Peterson
Cabeen
Cabeen
Cabeen
Hartmann
Cabeen

3c env.
65
65

65
65

?
65
65

?
65

?
65

3c env.
?

65
65

3c em'.
3c env.
3c env.
3c env.

65
3c env.

65
3c env.
~c env.
3c env.

6.1
6.1

?

?
3-65

65
65
65

2-73 (4)
65
65
65

?
65
65

pr. 6~i

65
65
65

73 & 65
3c env.

?
3c env.

65
65

pl'. 65
65

?
?

65
65

?

?
Burlington, Iowa
Washington, Ill.
Hutchinson, Minn.

SI.. Louis, Mo.
Hastings, Minn.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Washington, III.
Rock Island, III.

?
Rock Island, 111.
Milwaukie, Wis.
Notre Dame, Ind.
Morris, 111.
Washington, 111.

?
?

Rochester, N.Y.
\'Varsaw, III.

?

?
Lafayette, Ind.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
New York City
Climax Prairie, Mich.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Piece of cover, only.
Logansport, Ind.
Benson, Vt.

Belmont, N.Y.
?

Burlinglon, Iowa
Mt. Sieriing, Ky.

?
Campville, N.Y.
Hanover, N.H.
N. CharleslOn, N.H.
Boston, Mass.
Benson, VI..
Louisville, Ky.
Three Rivers, Michigan.
Saline, Mich.
Conway, Mass.
Louisville, Ky.
\Veslchester, Conn.
Cave City, Ky.
Campbell, Ky.
Jonesville, Mich.

?
?

Boston, Mass.
Jonesville, Mich.
Angelica, N.Y.

Not given.
Not ~iven.

Not given.
Akers & Casey, 20 N. Lake St.
Webster, Marsh & Co., 67 Lake St.
Cobbs Bldg., 126 Dearborn St.
Not ~iven.

Not given.
182 N. Clark St.
Not given.
Not given.
Not given. (W. Br.) (2)
Not given.

Tot given. (W. lk) (2)
Not given.
Lee & Antes, 121 Lake St.

Not given. (W. 131'.) (2)
Not given.
G.A. Cook, Gen. Agt. Stomach Bitters
Not given. (131'.) (3)

Not given.
Geo. Gardiner, Chi. Sanitary Comm.
Rees & Slocum, 88 Dearborn St.
Not given.
66 Madison St.
John A. Tyrell
j ot ~iven.

Gould & Bro., 159 S. 'Water St.
tot given.

Not given.
Not gIVen.
Camp Douglas
Not given.
Not given.
118 W. Lake St.
Not given.
Not given.
Not given.
Not given.
Not given.
Briggs House. (Randolph & Wells)
Not given.
Not given.
J. Young Scammon
Not given.
Camp Douglas
Not given.
Not given.
Not given.
Camp Douglas
Sherman Cooles
Camp Douglas
Not given.
Not given.
Ass't Supt., Chicago & Galena R.R.
Not given.
.J. Young Scammon
Not given.
Not given.

9-11
9-11
9-13
9-20
9-23
9-24
9-27
9-27
9-29

10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-9
10-9
10-11
10-14
10-15
10-16
10-16
10-17
10-21
10-25
10-26
10-26
10-29
II-2
11-3
11-8
II-I3

9-14
10-1
10-7
II-IO

9·21
9-22
9-27
9-27

10-4
10-9
10-12
10-12
10-16
10-16
10-22
10-30
10-31
10-31
11-5
II-12

9-24
10-7
10-7
10-8
10-14
10-29
10-29
11-2
11-3

x

RA

GA

sn
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CHICAGO LOCAL LETTERS, postmarked "CHICAGO CITY"

KB 9·26 ot given. To any photographer in
Bloomfield, Ind. (5)

10·13 Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co. ?

PB 10-17 Not given.

KM This marking not seen by Cabeen; but mentioned by Dr. C. W. Hennan.

I 10-9 Not given. Box 1796
o 10·17 Briggs House P. O. Box 6069,Present
B 11-30 Not given. 199 W. Randolph SI.

Letter Date Origin Destination Stamp Reported
By

2c env. Cabeen
73 Cabeen

Norona

65 (4) Cabeen
? Norona

73 Cabeen

Notes
(I) With oval marking "EXAMINED", etc.
(2) West Side Branch postoffice marking in oval.
(3) North Side Branch postoffice marking in oval.
(4) Overpaid.
(5) Probably a printed matter rate.
Clarksville, Tennessee Occupation Markings

Included as item ''j'' of Plate 1 of Chronicle No. 63 was a Clarksville, Te.
occupation marking. The strike from which the tracing was made was not a par
ticularly clear strike, nor was it quite complete. This is not unusual with large
balloon markings; it follows that the smaller the marking, the easier to hit it
squarely upon a cover.

The accompanying cover, showing a very sharp strike of the Clarkesville, Te.
marking was in the records of Mr. Henry A. Meyer. The owner's name was not
recorded.

The record in the Lytle List (Merchant Stearn Vessels of the United States,
1807-1868, compiled by William Lytle and published by The Steamship His
torical Society of America, 1952) of the Mary E. Forsyth does not help us date
the cover. The Mary E. Forsyth was built in 1862, and Memphis fell in May,
1862. The cover just could have been used in 1862, although a better guess would
probably be 1863 or later.

0'. alla·....PAI•. ,..:,;·
...,.\,.0 ~:·'~.o~

.ARY £. Ff?f,ISYTft
1UT.II. O&II8Il. Xut"",.

. JACK 8ITBJ..~.rk;
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RAILROAD POSTMARKS

CHARLES L. TOWLE, Editor
RAILROAD MARKINGS

CHARLES L. TOWLE

Remele Catalog
(1) In CHRONICLE 63 a new type of LITTLE MIAMI RR was reported

and cataloged as L 6-c. A tracing has been made of this 32~ mm. red marking
but it is from a very blurred strike and om readers must be cautioned that trac
ing may be at variance from actual. However the RR reading from rim instead of
center is apparent.

(2) Mr. William vVyer submits a new HOUSATO IC RR station marking
for the record completing information that Remele partially reported from a
1946 auction catalog.

H4S-a, HOUSATONIC RR BOTSFORD 35 x 25~ mm. black, 1851-57.
(3) Your Editor is attempting a detailed study of the ew Orleans, Jack

son & Great orthern RR and would appreciate any information from collec
tors on the present whereabouts of markings reported by Remele as 9-a,

9-b and 9-c.
(4) fro E. N. Sampson submits for inspection a new item. It is MICH.

SOUTHER RR on stamped envelope U2-Remele M6-b but in BLACK and
with center slug date MAR 7.

L6-c H4S-a

Towle-Meyer Catalog
(a) In connection with the subject of railroad station markings the follow

ing notice from the Daily Bulletin No. 644 of Saturday, Apr. 15, 1882 is of great
interest:

"Poshnarking Stamps
Post Office Deparhnent
Office of First Assistant Poshnaster General
Washington, D.C., April 15, 1882.
Circular O. 1192.

It having been brought to the attention of this deparhnent that many
poshnasters are using raih'oad stamps, for poshnarking their mail matter,
and as the stamp upon such matter is often of very great importance as
evidence of the date of mailing, and as the value of this evidence is materially
effected by the use, by postmasters, of irregular stamps; poshnasters are di
rected in fuhlre to use no stamp for postmarking unless it contains the name
of the post office and date of its use, and it must contain no other matter, and
must make a clear and distinct impression and be used only with black ink.

Frank Hatton
First Ass't P. r. GenT'
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Evidently this notice had limited effect as we find many station markings in blue
ink and showing railroad names used in the period following this notice.

(b) Notes and Errata-New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland 111-S-4-Add WYD 1876

Catalog Route 123-Norwich to Cortland, N.Y. via Auburn Branch of NEW
YORK & OSWEGO MIDLA D RR (Discontinued 1879)
Route Agents: orwich-Cortland Village, .Y. 1873-1 Agent
Markings: 123-A-l, 25M black. Banknote. 5

123-B-l Delete
123-C-l Delete

129-E-l. Delete. This is now believed to be a steamboat marking on Seneca
Lake.

132-A-l Delete. Transfer to 135
Catalog Route 133: Canastota to Elmira, .Y. via ELMIRA, CORTLA D &

ORTHER T R.R (Utica, Ithaca & Elmira RR-Ithaca & Cortland
RR.-Cazenovia, Canastota & De Ruyter RR-Cazenovia & Canastota
RR)
Route Agents: orwich-Cortland-Ithaca-Elmira, .Y. 1877-2 Agents:
Canastota-Elmira, .Y. 1879, 1881, 1882, 1883-2 Agents (119 miles)
Markings: 133-A-l, 25~ black, 1880. 4
133-B-l, 25 black, 1877.7. (Utica, Ithaca & Elmira) Formerly 123-B-l
133-C-l, 25~ black, Banknote. 4 (Ithaca & Elmira) Formerly 123-C-l

Catalog Route 135-Add marking-
135-B-l, 25M black, Banknote. 10. (Geneva & Itllaca) Formerly 132-A-l

136-A-l Add WYD 1885
175-E-l Add WYD 1885
182-E-2 Add WYD 1885
Catalog Route 193-Add marking-

193-S-1 D.CiJ:cle 23M-14 blue, WYD 1866.15 (Formerly 195-S-6)
Catalog Route 195-Delete marking 195-S-6
228-A-l Add killer HU T in 21 mm. black circle. Route agent's name.
238-D-l Add WYD 1885
260-A-l Add color-black.
260-A-3 Also reported with center slug.
272-S-1 Add WYD 1884.
274-S-8 Black-Add WYD 1864, 1870: Blue-Add WYD 1865, 1869.
(c) Through the cooperation of Messrs. Fingerhood, German, Kesterson,

Kiener, Wierenga, Woodruff and Wyer we present two additional plates of newly
reported markings for addition to the catalog-
Addenda
Plate XI

Maine
Catalog Route 2: Blanchard-Oldtown. Maine. BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. R.
Route Age1lts: Bangor-Dover. Me. 1871-1 Agent; Bangor-Guilford, Me. 1873-1 Agent; Ban

gor-Abbott, Me. 1875-1 Agent; Bangor·Blanchard, Me. 1877-1 Agent, 1879, 1881-2 Agents.
1882, 1883-1 Agent (64 miles)

Marki1lgs: 2-A-I, 250.! black, Banknote. 15

Massachusetts
54-L·l. 250.! black, ] 873, 7. (Hartford, Providence and Fishkill)
56-B·l, 26 black, Eighties. 3. (Lowell & Worcester)

New York
112-C-4, Neg. Rectangle, black. Sixties. 20 (Long Island R.R.)
1I5-R-I.26 black, WYD 1884.2. (Rochester and 1 iagara Falls)
118-B-I, 250.! black, 1876. 12 (Erie & , aHkill VaHey)

(Formerly listed as T-13. pg. 329)
120-B-I, 27 black, WYD 1885. 3. (Brewsters Station and lew York)
134-S-I. D. Circle 310.!-21 blue, WYD 1875. 6
139-D.I, 270.! blue, WYD 1883. 4 (Oswego and Charlotte)
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238-H-1

476-c-1

198-5-4

",1.....• ...rl: _·Jl'.

S£I.ZG.IIU
CloD UJlIOft

278-C-2

238-G-2

198-G-1

357-M-1 360-L-1
PlATE XI

217-D-1

54-L-1

118-B-1

305-T-4

238-1-1

2-A-1
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763-C-1

516-A-1

550-G-1

708-H-2

806-A-1 810-H-1
PLATE XII

555-5-1
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Pennsylvania
177-D-I, 251/2 black, l3anknotc. 13. (Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. R.R.)
198-G-I, 251/2 black, 1875. 10. (Eric to St. Mary's-Philadelphia & Eric)
198-S-4, Oval 32Ih x 13Ih, blue, WYO 1869. 10 (Philadelphia & Eric)
215-0-1,25 black, Banknote. 12 (Oil Crcek and Allegheny)
217-D-I, 25Ih black, 1875. 6. (Driftwood & Red Bank Furnace)

New Jersey
238-G-2, 26 black, Banknot.e. 2. (New York and Washington)
238-H-I, D. Circle 26-15 black, Sixties. 5 (Washington to New York)
238-1-1,26 black, 1882.2 (New York and Washington Day Line)

West Virginia
278-C-I, 27 black, WYD 1885.3 (Graflon and Wheeling)
278-C-2, 27 black, WYD 1885. 3

Virginia
303-M-I, 261/2 black, 1877. 18. (While Sulphur Springs and Huntington)
305-1'-4,27 black, WYD 1883. 1. (Washington &: Richmond, Night)

Georgia
357-1\[-1, 26Ih black, Banknote. 12. (Western and Atlantic)
360-L-I, 25Ih blue, 1876. Partial. 10. (Molllgomery & Eufaula R.R.?)

Texas
476-C-I, 271/2 black, WYD 1886.4. (Houston and EI Paso-Eastern Div.)

Plate XII
Tennessee

502-S-2, D. Circle 291/2-201/2 blue, "'YD 1878. 12_ (Memphis and Charleston)
502-S-3, D_ Circle 29Ih-20Ih blue. WYD 1873. 16.
Catalog ROltt.e 516: Nashville, Tenn.-Hickman, Ky. 1 ASHVILLE_ CHATTA OOGA & T.

LO IS R.R. (Nashville and orth-west.ern R.R.)
Route Agents: Nashville, Tenn.-Hickman, Ky. 1867-2 Agents, 1869, 1871, 1873, 1875. 1877, 1879,

1881, 1882, 1883-3. Agents (171 miles)
Markings: 516-A-I, 25Ih black, 1886.3.

Kentucky
522-S-5, Oval 27Ih x 22Ih, bluc, WYO 1872. 12. (Kentucky Central)
532-D-I, 251/2 black, 1878.4. (Louisville and Fish Point)
533-C·I, 26 black, 1880.4. (Louisville and Paducah)
533-0-1,271/2 black, WYO 1883. 'East' killer. 3.

Ohio
550-F-I, 271/2 black, WYO 1886, 'W' killer. 2. (Marion and Chicago)
!:i50-G-I, 27 black, 1884. 2. (Salamanca and Kent)
555-S-I, Shield, blue, WYD 1870. 12. (Cleveland, Columbus & Cincinnati)

Michigan
614-B-I,25 black, Banknotc. 20.
620-J-I, 26Ih black, 1881. 4. (Cadillac and Kalamazoo)
621-B-I, 26Ih black, Banknotc. 7. (Jackson and Fort Wayne)
621·B-2, 26 black, Banknotc. 7.

Indiana
659-A-I, 27 black, 1886.3. (Logansport and Columbus)
Catalog Route 670: West Lebanon, Ind-LeRoy, Ill. WABASH, ST. LOUIS &: PACIFIC R.R.

(Havana, Rantoul & Eastern R.R.; Mississippi &: Atlantic R.R.; LeRoy NalTow Gauge R.R.)
Route Age/lis: \Vest Lebanon, Ind.-Fishcl', Ill. 1879-1 Agent; West Lebanon, Ind.-LeRoy, Ill.

1881-1 Agent, 1882, 1883-2 Agents (77 miles) .
Markings: 670-A-I, 27 black, 1879, 1881, 'W' killer, 8.

Illinois
708-H-2, 23 black, Sixties. 4.

Iowa
763·C-I, 25Ih black, Banknote. 7. (Sioux City and I'acific)

Missouri
Catalog Route 806: St. Louis, Mo.-Columbus, Ky. ST. LO IS, IRON MOUNTAI ' & SO TH

ERN R.R. (SI. Louis and Iron Mountain R.R.)
Route Agents: St. Louis, Mo.-Columbus, Ky. 1871, 1873-3 Agents; 1875-2 Agents; 1877, 1879,

1881, 1882, 1883-3 Agents (198 miles)
Markings: 8OG-A-I, 26 black, Banknole. 5.
81D-H-I, 26 black, 1874. 10. (Cameron &: St. Joseph)

Minnesota
Catalog ROtlte 881: Little Falls-Morris, Minn. NORTHERN PACIFIC R.R.
Route Agents: Lit.t.lc Falls-Morris, Minn. 1883·2 Agcnts (88 miles)
Markings: 881-A-I, 27 black, WYD 1886. 4.

Utah
970-13-1, 27Ih black, WYO 1885.7. (Ogden and Salt Lake City)
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'" dedicated to the public exhibition and sale
of the world's rare stamps and coins

Harmer, Rooke ... internationally known for professional integrity and
expertise since 1903, is pleased to invite the philatelist, the numismatist and
the general public, as well, to visit the HARMER, ROOKE GALLERIES. Here,
in museum-like fashion, are exhibited such rarities as the unique "Black"
Honduras Air Mail ... the world's most valuable 20th Century stamp and
Northern Nigeria's Edward VII £25, along with many other great classics.

The numismatist will find on display a unique dollar trial piece struck in 1776
by the Continental Congress, a rare 1792 Cent of billon (the only specimen
not in a museum collection), one of 3 existing "church pennies" struck in
1790 by the Presbyterian Church of Albany, N. Y. and many other unique
specimens.

Ultimately over $2,000,000 in philatelic masterpieces will be on display, under
strict security. All items will carry a price tag. Special exhibitions of inter
esting and valuable collections will be held from time to time and prior public
announcement will be made. Commissions are being accepted for the build
ing of important collections.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC JULY 15th. ADMISSION is FREE.
We look forward to your visit.

CONSIGNMENTS OF SUITABLE MATERIAL FOR
GALLERY SALE or EXHIBITION ARE WELCOME

-P!!:"' .... "~ Call (212) 765-3883. For long distance, call collect

"" ~
II- \ HARMER, ROOKE GALLERIES Inc.

(a subsidiary 01 Harmer, Rooke & Co., Inc.)

On the Fourth Floor of the Harmer Rooke Building
604 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020

OFFICES in LONDON and LUGANO
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THE TRANSATLANTIC MAILS

GEORGE E. HARGEST, Editor
HIOGO, JAPAN, TO FRANCE, VIA SAN FRANCISCO
AND NEW YORK

Mr. Henry S. owak, RA 491, reports the cover illustrated as Figme 1. This
is an unsealed trade circular or prices current that originated in Hiogo, Japan,
adch-essed to St. Etienne (France) and is endorsed "via San Francisco & ew
York." It is prepaid 4c by a pair of 2c stamps of the 1869 issue and, on its reverse,
bears a St. Etienne receiving mark dated January 21, 1871. 'iVhile it does not bear
a Hiogo poshnark (the stamps are cancelled with an indistinct marking), the
circular, itself, indicates that it originated in Hiogo (Kobe), Japan. There can be
little doubt that the stamps were affixed at the United States postal agency at
Hiogo.

Figure 1

The rate of this cover is interesting because it represents a combined prepay
ment of two rates, one to the United States and one to France. Although these
two rates stemmed from the same source, they must be considered separately.

The Rate Between the United States and Japan
On February 17, 1865, Congress provided for the subsidization of a mail

steamship line to ply between San Francisco and China and Japan. l The conb.-act
for this service was made with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and required
monthly trips between San Francisco and Hong Kong, touching at the ports of
Honolulu and Yokohama, on both outward and inward passages. Since the Sand
wich Islands lay outside the regularly established trade routes, the requirement
for a call at Honolulu was dropped. The first sailing under the contract was by
the Colorado on January 1, 1867. It was not until the middle of 1868, however,
that regular monthly sailings were maintained. A supplemental conb'act was
entered into on March 20, 18672 , which provided for a branch line to ply between
Yokohama and Shanghai, China. These ships touched at Hiogo and Nagasaki.

In his annual report for 1867, Postmaster General Alexander W. Randall ex
plained bow the mails hetween San Francisco and Japan and China were handled:

"Four agents have been appointed and are now employed in this service; two on
Ihc main linc bctwccn San Francisco and Yokohama, one between Yokohama and Hung-
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A notice
of importance to

Harmer, Rooke personnel!

DOlfT WORRY ABOUT YOUR JOBS!
... this equipment in our research laboratory

is designed to help you ... not replace youl

Integrity and expertise are $75,000 words at Harmer, Rooke! That's what we've spent on our laboratory!
You may never spend $75,000 on stamps or coins but whether we're building an important collection for
you, appraising an estate for tax purposes, exhibiting rarities in our Harmer, Rooke Galleries or selling at
auction ... integrity and expertise are traditional at Harmer, Rooke. They have been since 1903.

It's this long·standing tradition, as well as our dedication to the elevation of stamp and coin collecting as
avocations, that prompted this ambitious undertaking. At present, material is not being accepted from the
public for authentication. We expect, however, that in the not too distant future, the facilities of our
laboratories will be made available to all ... regardless of their relationships with Harmer, Rooke.

It is, therefore, fitting that the world's first electronic laboratory devoted to the authentication of philatelic
and numismatic material should be built at Harmer, Rooke. Now, X-Ray Spectroscopy, Defraction and
other sophisticated apparatus designed to test metal, paper and ink serve to enhance the expertise of our
personnel and to add increased stature and stability to the world of stamp and coin collecting.

~ ..-.....
~~/: ~~ WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT THESE UNIQUE FACILITIES

II. \
lAil, IOO~ HARMER, ROOKE & CO., INC.

",.. I Negotiants in Fine Properties

Eat.blllhecl: LONDON 1103 • NEW YORK 1"e

APPRAISERS· SALES AGENTS· AUCTIONEERS
THE HARMER, ROOKE BUILDING. 604 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y. 10020

C,II (212) 765-3883. For /onl1 dlst,nc" c,lI colloct

EUROPEAN OFFICES In LONDON 8nd LUQANO
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Kong, and one on the branch line between Yokohama and Shanghai. It was also neces
sary to employ agents at Kanagawa (Yokohama, Japan) and at Shanghai (China) to
receive, deliver, make up, and despatch the mails conveyed to and from each of these
pons; in the absence of legislation authorizing the establisbment of United States postal
agencies in connection with this service, or appropriation to pay salaries of officers and
other expenses incident thereto, the United States consul general at Shanghai and the
United States consul general at Kanagawa were, with the concurrance of the Depart
ment of State, designated United States resident mail agents at those pons, respectively,
and instructed to act in that capacity in connection with their consular duties...."

By an act of July 27, 1868, Section 7,3 the Postmaster General was authorized
to establish a general postal agency at Shanghai, China, with such branch agen
cies at other ports in China and Japan as were in his judgment necessary. In his
annual report for 1869, Postmaster General J. A. J. Creswell stated that he had
discontinued the mail agents on board the steamers, their duties being performed
by the pursers of the steamers. He further stated that he had not established a
general postal agency at Shanghai, and that the United States consuls at Shanghai
and Kanawanga continued to act as resident mail agents. At a subsequent time,
however, United States postal agencies were established at Yokohama, Nagasaki,
Hiogo and Hakodadi in Japan.

These agencies were United States post offices operating under extra-ter
ritorial privilege granted by Japan and China. They were governed by the laws of
the United States and by the postal rates established by the United States. They
also used the postage stamps of the United States.

The act of July 1, 1864, Section 8,4 as interpreted by the Post Office Depart
ment, stated: 5

"Correspondence addressed to or received from foreign countries with which the
United States have no postal convention or other arrangement, or which does not pass
in open mail in transit through a country with which the United States have postal
convention, and forwarded by vessels regularly employed in carrying the mails, is subject
to the following rates of postage, which must be prepaid on matter sent, and collected
on matter received: Letters, 10 cents per half-ounce; newspapers, 2 cents each; other
printed matter, 2 cents per each two ounces or fraction thereof."

The rate for "other printed matter" in the above was that in effect in 1873. In
1871 it was: not over 1 ounce, 2c; over 1, but not over 2 ounces, 3c; over 2, but not
over 4 ounces, 4c. 6

When the Colo'/'ado sailed on January 1, 1867, the United States had no postal
convention with any country in the Far East. The provisions of the above act,
therefore, were immediately applicable to its mail. It should be noted that the
above rates paid only to the port of arrival on mail sent from the United States.
Local postage, therefore, was collected on mail received in Japan or China. Local
postage on mail sent from China or Japan had to be paid to the port of deparhue,
whence the mail was sent unpaid to the United States where the rates prescribed
in the above act were collected.

On August 10, 1867, the United States signed a postal convention with the
colonial government of Hong Kong. 7 In his annual report for 1867, Postmaster
General Randall explained the necessity of the convention:

"As the colonial post office at Hong Kong exercises exclusive control of all mails
received at and despatched from that port, a convention regulating an exchange of
correspondence with that office became essential in connection with the United Stales
steamship service between San Francisco and Hong Kong."

The convention provided for an exchange of mail originating in the United
States and addressed to Hong Kong, or its dependent Chinese ports of Canton,
Amoy, Swatow, and Foo-chow, and vice versa. By Article III postal rates were as
follows: Letters, 10 cents per half-ounce in the United States; 8 cents (Chinese)
in Hong Kong or the dependent ports. Newspapers and prices current, 2 cents
each in either country. Prepayment of all postage was compulsory. No accounts
were to be kept, and all postage was to be retained by the office collecting it.
Each office was to deliver free of charge. By Article V mail was to be exchanged
between the United States postal agency at Yokohama and Hong Kong and the
dependent Chinese ports in the same manner and under the terms set forth in
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Article III. It should be noted that provision was not made for mail to pass in
transit through Hong Kong or tlu'ough tlle United States.

All letters, newspapers and prices current dispatched by either the San
Francisco office or the Hong Kong office were to be plainly stamped with the
words "paid all" in red ink at upper right on their face, and were also to bear
the stamp of the mailing exchange office. On their reverse, they were to bear the
mark of the receiving exchange office. All mail intended to be sent by the direct
line of steamers between San Francisco and Hong Kong was to be specially ad
dressed to be forwarded by that route. The convention became effective on No
vember 1, 1867.

While this convention provided for the exchange of mail between the
United States and Hong Kong and its dependent ports, it did not provide for
mail between the United States and other places in Japan or China. Mail to these
places continued to be sent under the provisions of the act of July 1, 1864, Sec
tion 8. After the signing of the convention with Hong Kong and the establishment
of the United States postal agencies however (either under consular or postal su
pervision), this act was re-interpreted by the Post Office Department. On mail
posted at the office of a United States postal agency (a United States post office),
prepayment in United States postage stamps was required. These prepayments
covered sea and United States inland postages. This mail was, therefore, de
livered free of charge in the United States. On mail posted in the United States
addressed to Japan or China, the rates of the act of July 1, 1864, Section 8, were
prepaid at the mailing office and paid to the office of a United States postal
agency. The mails were made up at the postal agencies, placed on board the
steamers, and were delivered at the office at San Francisco, and vice versa.
Letters sent under this arrangement, therefore, bear only the markings of the
postal agency and the San Francisco office. Other mail matter usually bore no
marking other than the cancellation appearing on the stamps. The United States
postal agencies in Japan were discontinued on January 1, 1875, the effective
date of the postal convention between the United States and Japan.s

The Rate Between the United States and France
On December 31, 1869, the postal convention of March 2, 1857, between the

United States and France expired without a new one being signed. The rates of
the act of July 1, '1864, Section B, therefore, immediately applied to mail between
the United States and France. While letters could be sent to France, via England,
after January 1, 1870, pIinted matter of any kind, could not be sent by that route.
The only route by which printed matter could be sent to France after January 1,
1870, therefore, was by the direct steamers plying between New York and France.
These were the steamers of the French line, plying to Havre, or those of the
Hamburg-American line, plying to Cherbourg, via Falmouth, England. On mail
sent from New York by these steamers, the rates of the act of July 1, 1864, Sec
tion 8, were prepaid, and these prepayments paid only to the French frontier.
French postage was collected on delivery. On mail sent from France, French
postage to the port of departure was paid in France, and the rates of the act of
July 1, 1864, Section 8, were collected in the United States.

The Rate of this Cover
Of the 4c prepaid at the United States postal agency at Hiogo, 2c paid this

circular to New York, and 2c paid it to the French frontier. While no additional
foreign postage was charged for service between Hiogo and New York, French
inland postage was collected in France. A French Imperial Decree of December
22, 1869,9 set a rate of 15 centimes per 40 grammes for printed papers originating
in the United States and addressed to France. This rate was to be collected in
France.

This is also an interesting Franco-Prussian War cover. The exigencies of the
war played havoc with the direct service between the United States and France.
The Hamburg-AmeIican line discontinued its service in July 1870 and did not
resume sailings until February 1871. From October 1870 to March 1871, the
French line terminated its voyages at Brest, Pauillac or Bordeaux, and sailed from
Southampton and St. Nazaire as well as Havre. tO
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The mail agents aboard the French line ships applied in red or black ink
markings with an hexagonal frame inscribed ETATS-UNISjPAQ. FR. H No.
1, 2, 3, or 4. There were four mail agents1l who used these numbered markings,
and the dates that they bear coincide with the dates the vessels sailed from New
York. This cover bears such a marking, which was applied in red, upside down
on its face. While it is badly smudged, portions of it are legible. It is insclibed
ETATS-UNISj4jJANV.jPAQ. FR. H No.2. M. Salles indicates that the La
fayette sailed from New York on January 4, 1871, and arrived in Pauillac (on
the Gironde River about 30 miles north of Bordeaux) on January 15, 1871,12 He
also indicates that the marking used on this trip was applied in red and bore
No.2. The mail agent also applied in red a stylized "15" having a small "c" at
upper right. This indicated a collection of 15 centimes.

When this cover arrived at Pauillac on January 15, 1871, Paris was still under
seige (it capitulated January 28, 1871). It is interesting to note that it required
six days for it to reach St. Etienne (receiving mark dated January 21, 1871, on
reverse) .

Footnotes

1 Anllual Rejlort of the Postmaster Gel/eral, 1866, p. 7
2 Anllual Rejlort of the Postmaster Gene1'lll, 1867, p. 21.
315 Statutes-at-Large, p. \95.
-l Luff, John N., "The Postage StamjlS of The United SI.ates"-Appendix. p. 39.5. By this

act, printed matter was to be charged with the established domestic rates.
5 Postal Laws & Regulations, May I, \873, Section 811, p. 313.
6 U.S. Mail and Post Of/ice Assistant, appropriate issues during \871 (issues for January,

February and March have not been seen) .
716 Statutes·at-Large, pp. J 107-\108.
8 Ann'ual Report of the Postmaster Gene1'lll, 1874, p. 17.
9 Salles, Raymond, "La Paste Maritime Francais Historique et Catalogue," Vol. IV, p. 228.

10 Salles, Raymond, Ojl. cit., p. 235.
11 Ibid., p. 228.
12 Ibid., p. 235.
TWO BRITISH TREASURY WARRANTS
A British Act passed in 1841 entitled "An Act for the regulation of the Duties

of Postage," gave the Commissioners of the British Treasury power to "alter and
fix any of the rates of British postage, or inland postage, payable by law on the
tl"ansmission by post of FOTeign or colonial letters and newspapers ..." by war
rant issued under their hands, "and to appoint at what time the rates that may
be payable are to be paid."l It was the British Treasury, therefore, that fixed
postal rates on foreign or colonial mail by issuance of Treasury Warrants, but it
was the British Post Office that established regulations under which these rates
operated.

On June 9, 1847, the British Post Office issued an order requiring that the
British packet postage of one shilling be collected in Great Britain on all letters
conveyed between the United States and the United Kingdom by United States
packets. Since packet postage of 24c was collected in the United States on letters
conveyed by United States packets, double sea postage was charged on these
letters. The United States protested this action of the British Post Office vigor
ously, but vainly. Finally Congress retaliated. By an act passed on June 27, 1848,2
the United States, in effect, required that its 24c packet postage be collected in
the United States on letters conveyed by British packet. This act was placed in
force by a Post Office order dated June 29, 1848.3 This Post Office order intro
duced what is known as the "retaliatory period," during which double sea postage
was charged on all packet letters conveyed between the United States and Great
Britain.

During this controversy, the United States and Great Britain negotiated a
postal treaty the provisions of which would end the charging of double sea
postage. The completed treaty was signed on December 15, 1848, and was pro
claimed on February 15, 1849. After the signing of the treaty, and before its
proclamation, the two countries decided to end the charging of double sea post
age. 4
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On December 22,1848,5 the British Treasury issued a Warrant which ordered
and directed

"... that all letters transmitted by the post between the United States and any part
of the United Kingdom, or between the United States and any of Her Majesty's colonies,
or any Foreign country through the United Kingdom (the sea conveyance of all such
letters between the United Stales and the United Kingdom being by United States'
packet-boats), shall, instead of being liable to the rates of British postage now chargeable
thereon, be free from all British postage for the conveyance between the United States
and any part of the United Kingdom ..."

The Warrant was to come into operation on December 29, 1848.
On January 3, 1849,6 Postmaster General Cave lohnson issued an order

which rescinded the United States' Post Office order 0 June 29, 1848. Thus, the
rates that prevailed before June 9, 1847 were restored, and remained in effect
until the treaty of December 15, 1848, became effective. It has been generally
held that the treaty became effective with the first packet sailings after its procla
mation on February 15, 1849. These sailings were: The Niagara (British packet)
sailed from Boston on February 21 and arrived in Liverpool on March 6, 1849;
the America (British packet) sailed from Liverpool on February 24 and arrived
in Boston on March 9, 1849. The Hermann (American packet) sailed from New
York on February 20 and arrived back in New York on April 13, 1849. A British
Treasury Warrant brings into question the sailing of the America from Liverpool
on February 24, 1849, as the first under the treaty.

This Treasury Warrant is dated March 8,1849,7 and it orders and directs that
the provisions and rates of the treaty of December 15, 1848, be placed in opera
tion on mail between the United States and the United Kingdom. It repeals,
annuls, and makes void the Warrant of December 22, 1848. It states that it "shall
come into operation on the day of the date hereof." It would appear that this
Warrant placed the treaty of December 15, 1848 in operation in Great Britain.
This editor would greatly appreciate hearing from anyone who has a cover which
was conveyed to Boston on this voyage of the America.

Footnotes
t Hertslet's Commercial Treaties, vol. V, p. 248.
29 Statutes-at-Large 241 -242.
3 Shi/J/Jing and CO/mllercial List and New York Prices Current, vol. XXXV, No.3, p. 11.
4 See Reussille, Leon, "Letters By Cunarders to the United States and There Retaliatorv

Rated," Postal History Journal, vol. II, No. I, pp. 37-42: April 1958.
5 Hertslet's Commercial Treaties, vol. VIII, p. 935.
6 Shipping and Commercial List and New York P-rices Current, vol. XXXV, No.3, p. II.
7 Hertslet's Commercial Treaties, vol. VIU, p. 945.
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